Abstract-Sentiment classification intelligently detects the polarity of documents by ascertaining polar values encapsulated in the document to classify them into positive and negative sentiments. Machine learning classifier completely relies on the feature set orientations. SentiWordNet is a lexical resource where each term is associated with numerical scores for subjective and objective sentiment information. SentiWordNet based sentiment classifier uses sentiment features generated from 7% subjective terms available in the resource. Sentiment features bear generic orientation for multiple domains but lacks comprehensive coverage e.g. Text unit with null or few sentiment features reflects ambiguous or null sentiments. Use of content specific unigrams and syntactic phrases along with sentiment features ensures consistency in the classification while enhancing the performance paradigm. Model proposed in this research is validated on sentiment and polarity datasets. Results of this research, completely out performs previous approaches and methods.
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Business communities are keen to utilize sentiment analysis for the purpose of business intelligence and identifying consumer behavior. Huge data is available over the internet in the form of reviews, blogs discussions, emails and tweets. This data creates an opportunity to improve corporate decision making.
The goal of sentiment analysis is to detect subjective information from text and has been largely divided into two categories; sentiment classification and semantic orientation. In semantic-orientation, the polarity of a given text is known through sentiment bearing lexicons either with the use of rule based or un-supervised approach. In this technique it may use a corpus to identify sentiment bearing words and phrases or an available dictionary or a lexicon resource.
On the contrary, sentiment classification classifies the text into positive, negative or neutral classes on the basis of various independent and combinatory features as articulated in the literature. Different machine learning algorithms e.g. Naï ve Bayes, Support Vector Machine and Max Entropy were also employed in standalone and combinatory perspectives.
English language lexicon resource SentiWordNet is designed specifically to assist sentiment analysis tasks. Previously, it was mostly used to determine the semantic orientation of sentence and subsequently the whole document. In the above example only one subjective term "good" was identified as a sentiment feature which was insufficient to determine the negative polar orientation of review. Ultimately, inadequate performance observed when only sentiment feature was considered.
Sentiment features as new compositional dimension with various features were experimented in the literature to enhance the performance of sentiment classification process. Analysis revealed that even the use of this compositional approach towards features did not improve the performance remarkably. Therefore better representation of features was required to reinforce the SentiWordNet based sentiment classification.
A machine learning based framework is proposed with the following objectives: 1) Content specific new feature dimension based on syntactic constituency relation. 2) Find the best representative feature combination from content specific and sentiment features.
3) Reduce dimensionality and computation by features selection to further increase the performance. Organization of the paper is, Section II describes the related studies, Section III explains the proposed framework, Section IV covers the experimental setup, Section V shows the results with discussion and in Section VI and Section VII induces the conclusion and future work.
Different studies have been considered to investigate how various independent and combinatory features was articulated in the literature. Some of them used the SentiWordNet and some were experimented on the same datasets.
The machine-learning based sentiment-classification was experimented in [1] . Different sets of features comprised of adjectives, unigrams, bigrams, POS and position information were processed and evaluated with feature frequency and mostly with feature presence. They performed comparison of Max Entropy, Naï ve Bayes and SVM to classify movie reviews.
Semantic orientation based unsupervised approach was studied by [2] . Learning algorithm started with extraction of phrasal lexicon from reviews using POS based 5-patterns. Followed by the polarity of phrases learned using point wise mutual information-PMI i.e. co-occurrence with "excellent" and "poor". Finally, a review was rated by averaging the polarities of phrases. In these experiments, they used phrases instead of words.
Study on ensemble of feature and classifier was conducted by [3] . Three types of ensemble techniques were used for both features and classifiers. They considered two types of features, POS based (unigrams of adjectives, nouns, adverbs & verbs) and Word Relation (unigrams, bigram and dependency Tree). Naive Bayes, maximum entropy, and SVM were used for ensemble of classifiers.
However, SVM was used as base-line classifier with linear kernel for ensembles of features on product reviews and movies reviews.
A hybrid approach of both semantic orientation and machine learning classification was used in [4] . They proposed new feature dimension as sentiment features extracted from the subjective terms available in SentiWordNet. In their experiments, three types of features were considered; content free (lexical, syntactical and structural)-F1, content specific (unigrams and bigrams)-F2 and sentiment -F3. Different combination of features was experimented with information gain feature selection. Performance results proved that sentiment features is a better addition in feature set for sentiment classification.
To overcome the SentiWordNet limitation of only 7% subjective words, objective words (after revised score) were used in [5] . The scores of objective words were reassigned using the relevance of objective word with the semantic orientation of sentences. SVM classifier was used on movie review dataset with both original SentiWordNet and revised SentiWordNet. [5] SentiWordNet subjective terms and Objective (after revised score )terms Agarwal et al. 2013 [6] Unigrams, Bigrams and Bi-tagged phrases (based on POS patterns) Bi-tagged phrases based on nine POS patterns were introduced in [6] . Bi-tagged phrase features were articulated as a new dimension towards sentiment classification instead of only reliance on bigrams and combination with unigrams. This new dimension of feature alongside pre existential features was experimented through supervised classification algorithms. Information gain was used to reduce the dimensionality and noise. Experiments were conducted on movies reviews and results were presented in F-measure.
Different features considered in the literature are summarized in Table I. SentiWordNet is a tool for sentiment classification, used to devise a set of sentiment features from textual documents. It is noteworthy that text usually contained few or null sentiment features, also reveal that sole reliance on sentiment features result in limited performance for classification. Eventually there was a need to enhance feature sets required for sentiment classification.
Phrase Structure Grammar / Syntactic Phrases: It is the sentence structure of text in which a sentence is viewed in terms of the constituency relation [7] as shown in Fig. 1 . Sentence encapsulates phrases that are the combination of words those act as a single POS in a sentence.
The noun and verb phrases are considered as the important constituent phrases in each sentence. Noun phrases are the important key words as object and subject while carrying the most important information. Verb is the skeleton of any sentence but mostly verbs are objective in meaning. However when verbs are combined with their dependents they form verb phrases that are more meaningful. Unigram appeared in text classification were used to represent the actual content in BOW model [1] . Unigrams also mostly utilized in sentiment analysis features due to its benchmarked performance in literature all across.
Currently most frequent verb phrases, noun phrases along the unigrams is proposed as features to better represent the content of text. The limitation of SentiWordNet could be reduced by considering the proposed features.
The previously quoted example review articulated in Table  II in the light of proposed method. Features specially "the foulest one" and "mistaken" are the negative feature used to correctly classify it as negative. Unigrams "get", "think", "say", "time", "boy", "smell", "oven", "mistaken", "deal", "dutch", "share" Syntactic Phrases (NPs & VPs)
"get", "think", "say", "time", "boy", "smell", "oven", "have to say", "my time", "a good deal", "dutch ovens", "the foulest one"
Once a feature set is generated it can be used as starting point to train supervised learning methods of sentiment classification. The proposed system mainly consists of following three phases as shown in Fig. 2 . 
A. Data Sets of Reviews 1) The multi domain sentiment data set
The multi-domain sentiment dataset of product reviews (book, DVD, electronic, and kitchen appliances) taken from amazon was first used by [9] . The data set contains 1000 negative and 1000 positive labeled reviews for each domain. Each review have the information consisting of a rating (0-5 stars), a reviewer name and location, a product name, a review title and date, and the review text. Reviews with ratings > 3 were labeled positive; those with rating < 3 were labeled negative.
2) The polarity data set 2 The polarity dataset v2.0 is a set of film review documents available for research in sentiment analysis and opinion mining. It was first introduced as a research data set for sentiment classification presented in [1] with 700 positive and 700 negative reviews. Revised dataset presented in 2004 and comprises of 1000 positive and 1000 negative labeled film reviews extracted from the Internet Movie Database Archive.
B. The Text Preprocessing
Purpose of this phase is the transform the text that can be used for further text engineering activities. General Architecture for Text Engineering-GATE [10] is an open source tool, widely used by many research communities for text preprocessing. A Nearly-New Information Extraction System (ANNIE) is the information extraction application available in GATE. Pre-processing activities presented in this research are shown in Fig. 2 .
C. The Feature Extraction Phase
1) The Senti word net database SentiWordNet [11] is a database containing opinion scores for terms derived from the WordNet database version 2.0. Each set of terms sharing the same meaning, or synsets, is associated with three numerical scores ranging from 0 to 1, each indicating the synsets objectiveness, positive and negative bias. Such as:
PosScore + NegScore + ObjScore = 1 Data in SentiWordNet is categorized according to parts of speech because there are considerable differences in the level of subjectivity depending on its part of speech. After POS tagging each term has been associated with a POS tag to accurately apply the SentiWordNet scores.
Term Score Calculation: Every entry in the SentiWordNet takes the form term#sense. Obviously, different word senses can have different polarities in a single POS as shown in Table III: An issue was raised in SentiWordNet while assigning the score to a term; different calculation formulae were discussed by [12] .Average (AVE) and first sense (FS) were frequently used in previous studies and AVE is used for in this research experiments.
Subjective Terms Segregation: Usually, subjective terms are more meaningful for sentiment classification tasks. Therefore they were used as features. A term is said to be subjective, if sum of its PosScore and NegScore is more than its objective score else it is objective. No of subjective and objective terms in SentiWordNet estimated with both FS and AVE are shown in Table IV. 2) Content-specific features Initially, a vocabulary of terms is constructed for each dataset using four parts of speech unigrams i.e. Adjectives (a), Adverb (r), Verb (v) & Noun (n) and syntactic phrases i.e. noun and verb phrases.
The unigrams features from these four part of speech groups are filtered to get most frequent unigrams. The new dimension features i.e. noun and verb phrases as a part of the content specific features are also filtered by removing the infrequent phrases.
3) Sentiment features
Sentiment features are the subjective terms available in the SentiWordNet and only consider those subjective terms as sentiment features which are present in the vocabulary. Sentiment features are considered as base line features in the proposed framework.
4) F-score for feature selection
F-score can be used to measure the discrimination between two sets of real numbers. F-score is the simple filter technique [13] to select the most discriminative features. Larger the F-score is, the more likely it is that the feature is discriminative.
Given training vectors x k ; k = 1, 2… m with n+ positive and n− negative number of instances, then the F-score of the i th feature is defined as: To select more discriminative feature sets, F-Score of each feature is calculated with the help of LibSVM [14] feature selection tool (fselect.py) and then features with F-Score > 0.002 are selected in current experiments.
5) Features sets with/without feature selection
Incremental combination of features scheme was used to measure the effect and impact of new features addition in a base line set of features. In proposed framework effect and impact of content specific features has to be examined with sentiment features. Duplication at this stage is also removed by taking the union of different features during the process of combining different features.
Finally, eight feature sets are formulated with and without feature selection from unigrams, noun and verb phrases and sentiment features, no of features for each domain against each features set are shown in Table V . 
D. Classification
Literature analysis revealed that mostly, for text classification Support Vector Machine-SVM is used as the front line algorithm. Reason for using SVM is that it consistently outperforms Maximum Entropy and Naï ve Bayesian as presented in [1] .
SVM as the discriminative model use = ∅ + the discriminant function. It follows the maximized margin principle which prevents over-fitting on huge sets of features, such that it will be computationally better if only a small set of the data points are considered as support vectors. The SVM optimization is defined by [14] as:
where is the bias, is the weights vector, and ø(x i ) maps the input space non-linearly into high-dimensional feature space. C > 0 is the penalty parameter of error term. Furthermore, if it is intended to map a very high-dimensional feature space input vectors for finding the maximum-margin separator; it will be computationally intractable. Kernel trick can be used to resolve this problem. It depends on considering a way to map the high-dimensional feature space which lets fast scalar products.
Linear kernel is used in text classification due to quite large dimension of feature space and also the text classification problem is always linearly separable.
E. Validation and Evaluation
When there is limited amount of data for training and testing, then swapping the roles of training data and testing data a technique known as cross-validation. When 10-Fold Cross Validation to be used i.e. divide the data into 10 equal partitions such that 10% of data for testing and remaining 90 % for training and repeat the process for 10 times, ensure that each partition is used for testing exactly once. Finally, the estimates are averaged for an overall estimate.
Accuracy usually taken as an evaluation measure for balance datasets for classification and can be defined in light of traditional confusion matrix as shown in Table VI. The setting includes mainly the text representation and classification tool used for this study.
A. Text Representation
Before executing machine learning techniques on textual data, a structured document representation needs to be IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP devised. Bag of Features: Bag of features used in this study for the document vector by taking the relational independence assumption between features. The number of columns in a word vector is a function of the number of distinct features in the document collection, or its dictionary. This number can grow quite quickly with larger and richer documents and in this study sparse data representation used for very high dimensional word vector spaces with several thousand attributes.
Bernoulli Document Model: In [1] both, term frequency and term presence are used for feature weighting but binary term presence shows better results. Term Presence for feature value in vector is used in this research.
B. LIBSVM
LIBSVM [14] is integrated software for support vector classification(C-SVC & nu-SVC), regression (epsilon-SVR, nu-SVR) and distribution estimation (one-class SVM).
In this study, C-SVC multi class classification is used with linear kernel available in the LIBSVM. Also, in current experiments accuracy is taken as the performance measure with 10 fold cross validation.
The objective of this research was to identify the pitfalls in the pre-existential SentiWordNet based sentiment classification frameworks alongside the optimization of classification features as a resultant of this research effort.
Phrases as the new features dimension proposed and their effects along the sentiment features on sentiment classification are illustrated in the current research. Table VII shows the results on the five domains and the bold face represents the best result.
A. Comparison with Previous Work
Results of proposed approach are tabulated in Table VIII along comparisons with pre-existential approaches.
Initially, this study is compared with the most renounced and baseline work done by [2] in sentiment analysis. It was the first bench mark in sentiment analysis based on the phrases. The best achieved results were on automobiles, and they were 84% while worst results were exhibited by the movies domain as 65.83%. The results are far below when compared to this study results. Subsequently, this study is compared with [1] different types of features were experimented based on unigram, bigrams, adjectives, POS and Position. Their combination of unigrams and bigrams not reflected the best result due to huge features dimensions of bigrams. They best achieved accuracy 82.9% on Movie reviews using unigrams with feature presence as weight but less than this study results.
Objective words are used in [5] with revised score along with subjective word of SentiWordNet to reduce the limitation of SentiWordNet. According to their experiments, the average accuracy is 71.89% for the original SentiWordNet and 76.02% for the revised SentiWordNet.
They achieved best accuracy 78.5% on movie reviews less to this study results i.e. 89.30%.
Another motivation of using phrasal features with unigrams to address the sentiment classification was taken from [6] . It was identified by them that individual bi-tagged phrasal features resulted adversely and even the bigrams however their combinations with unigrams performed better. Their results of F-Measure 89.4% are still comparable with current study accuracy 89.3%.
Ensemble of features (POS based & Word relation) and ensemble of classifiers was studied in [3] . Results that are comparable with this study approach are Joint features and V. RESULTS Ensemble of features of both POS and dependency word relation. They achieved better results with the ensembles word relational features than ensemble of POS-based features. Results of current study are much better than their ensembles word relational features. On the contrary ensemble of different features increases the complexity also increasing the computations manifolds.
The most comparable and motivational study to this research was carried by [4] . Sentiment features were new dimension to enhance the classification performance. But combination of content free and content specific features performed better than combination of content free and sentiment features. There was a need to re-think on content-specific features to get a good match. Current study proposed the new dimension of content specific features with noun and verb phrases and considered the sentiment features as base line features. On the multi domain product reviews dataset they achieved best accuracy 78.85~84.15 which is considerably less than current study i.e. 85.20~86.80% on the same dataset.
It is clearly visible from current research results that sentiment classification performance has been enhanced with the inclusion of content specific features alongside sentiment features. Text exhibits limited sentiment performance with sentiment features only. In literature different individual features and joint features were used but the study in hand used feature sets which proved as best representative features for the sentiment classification task. A significant improvement in performance was observed after feature selection.
Although individual sentiment features are smaller in number and easy to use as compare to combination of sentiment and content specific features. However, content specific features add a valuable content representation in sentiment features. The performance of sentiment classification is more critical; the proposed features i.e. combination of sentiment , content specific phrases and unigrams, have much better classification accuracy i.e. 85.2~89.3%.
More pre-processing capabilities such as dependency parsing for word relation features could be used with sentiment features. Neural Networks and other latest classifiers may be adapted and ensemble of these classifiers can be experimented with this study features as baseline. This framework is general in nature so it can easily be adapted and ported to other domain datasets e.g. blogs, emails and tweets etc. as well as on other than product reviews datasets. We are also interested in future to validate this research framework in the multi lingual perspective based on the availability of respective lexicon resource.
